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Darul Qalam.This invention relates to a method and apparatus for the in situ leaching of metals from ore to recover the

metals. From time to time, particularly in the mining and mineral exploration industries, it is desirable to isolate or
concentrate small quantities of desired metals from earthy ores. It is especially desirable to collect these quantities without

requiring the use of large, expensive machinery. A known technique for the concentration of a few tons of ore per hour
requires the use of large crushers or grinders to reduce the ore size. The ore is then packed into a fixed bed which is excavated
by a mining machine in a shaft. The ore is then metallized, which requires that the ore be mixed with water to dissolve some
of the metals. The metal-bearing solution is then transferred to a leaching vessel, and agitated to dissolve the metal, and then

the metal is removed from the solution by known techniques. This type of leaching system, which is extremely large and
complicated, is not conducive to the recovery of metals in small quantities because of the expense of the large crushers, the

very low metal concentration achievable by current technology, and the expense of a large leaching vessel. There are a number
of known processes which are suitable for recovering metals from ores by in situ leaching. One of these is a process known as

the "pond" leach. In this process, ore is placed in a deep tank, and leaching is accomplished by including water in which
corrosive liquids are soluble. The corrosive liquid dissolves the desired metal, and the leach solution flows over the ore and is
then pumped to a leaching vessel for subsequent processing. This process has disadvantages. To avoid settlement of the ore,
the bottom of the tank must be kept under water. This restricts the use of corrosive materials, which are sometimes desirable
for leaching certain metals. Furthermore, this process requires a high level of maintenance, because of the corrosive liquids,

and is also very inefficient because a large part of the leach solution does not react.Q: What exactly
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